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Introduction
When you watch a girl pull down her panties for the first time in front of you and notice her body still
has that 'new car smell' like it just left the dealer's showroom... you'll be eager to climb inside and take
that pussy for its first rough ride. That's what Pure Cherry Girls are all about!

Adult Review
What is it about naive inexperienced teases of girls that just make us want to fuck their brains out and teach them to take cock
as if they have been sluts their whole lives? the Tongue is not really sure but it does know that that's what the innocent chicks
in Pure Cherry Girls make you want to do! There's just something so attractive about pussies that have yet to be put to good
use!
  
  Although Pure Cherry Girls has over 264 episodes to choose from, if one is forced to pick out one in particular , The Tongue
would have pick the back alley hardcore fuck with Morgan Layne. This girl is so tight and sexy as she gets fucked in the back
of an alley by a tattooed hoodlum  that The Tongue is left basking in a surplus of saliva, if not drooling all over itself! Besides
the sweet misguided Morgan Layne being absolutely smoking hot, the detail of the whole scene is worth checking out
especially when offered resolutions as high as 1068X600 HD! 
  
  Pure Cherry Girls offers a nice variety when it comes to deciding how you want to view their content. They give you the
option to either stream in Flash or in WMV formats and also allow you to download most of their episodes so that you can
watch them later on or just store them in your own personal porn filled hard drive.
  
  With girls like Morgan Layne, Eden Adams and Lexi Belle, you might want to do just that and save their scenes so that you
can watch them get that 'new car smell' fucked right out of them over and over again! You can even choose to download a
small segment of the episode which is great for when you find that one clip which can make you cum 10 times straight or if
you are watching with a slower connection.
  
  The only down side that can be found is that the updates are not consistent and are sometimes spaced a good few months
apart. Although, with this many videos already in stock, it will be awhile before you get bored of the sluts already on hand.
Not to mention the fact that as a member of Pure Cherry Girls you get access to bonus content which is updated regularly.
  
  Also, each episode comes with a full photo gallery for your viewing pleasure of the porn stars in both soft core scantily clad
pics as well as hardcore deep penetration sexual pictures. Pure Cherry Girls has a great variety of girls to chose from and
different types of scenes that sometimes involve two men giving the kinky vixens hardly fucked cunts some real wear and
tear!  

Porn Summary
Pure Cherry Girls may have tight unstretched pussies, but that doesn't mean that they don't know how to suck off a large cock
when they see one! And besides, Pure Cherry Girls boasts over the fact that its slutty harlots have fresh and ripe cunts but
after they are given the ride of their lives by the well hung hunks on this site, their two holes no longer seem as fresh as when
they first showed up!  

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Pretty Fresh Faced College Girls Getting Popped!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 84 Interface: 83
Support: 85 Unique: 80    Taste: 84        Final: 84
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